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20 years of seeking justice for torture survivors
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Introduction

This year we celebrate redress’ 20th Anniversary. The UN Convention 
against Torture recognises the seriousness of the crime of torture and that 
survivors of torture have a right to a remedy and reparation. However in 
practice, it was virtually impossible for survivors to access redress, given 
the many hurdles placed in their way. redress’ founding aim was to work 
with survivors to remove these hurdles. As is evidenced in the timeline, 
twenty years on, we are closer to our goal but there remains a lot to be done.

 
redress continues to pursue its mission by helping survivors obtain 
justice; advocating with governments, parliaments and international 
organisations on the need to respect the absolute prohibition of torture and 
working in partnership with like-minded organisations around the world to 
end impunity and eradicate the practice of torture worldwide. This booklet 
traces some of our main achievements of the past 20 years. We hope you 
will enjoy reading it. 
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Torture is one of the worst crimes. It is designed to destroy the will of 
the individual and indeed of communities. It has been prevalent since 
the beginning of time. It strikes at the core of human rights, undermines 
civilisation and is morally repugnant.

International law now prohibits torture and the fight against it has been 
making progress, as human rights have evolved since the Universal 
Declaration. Justice demands that torture end and that there should be no 
impunity for perpetrators. It also requires that torture survivors around the 
world receive acknowledgement and the remedies they deserve, and the 
opportunity to move their lives forward with dignity.

redress has been in the vanguard of those fighting for the rights of 
survivors against the walls of indifference and indeed opposition. For 20 
years redress has stood alongside the survivors, championed their fight 
for justice, and sought to expose the scourge of torture. This booklet traces 
that history, how redress grew from very modest beginnings to be a well 
regarded organisation respected by specialists in rights, and attracting 
casework from survivors from over 50 countries. 

The best sign of redress’ success of course would be that the organisation 
was no longer necessary because torture had been eliminated.

Foreword from the Chair
Sir Emyr Jones Parry
GCMG, PhD, FlnstP
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10 December 1992: Keith Carmichael founds redress after 
being brutally tortured in Saudi Arabia, where he spent 857 
days in arbitrary detention in the early 1980s. Seven weeks 
before his release Prince Salman, Governor of Riyadh, 
acknowledged it had been a mistake.

Why redress? Following his release in 1984, Keith realised that 
while existing British NGOs helped survivors in many ways – 
by campaigning for their release, providing safe havens and 
medical care – none assisted them to obtain reparation. While 
the right to reparation existed in law, the practical difficulties 
in obtaining reparation proved difficult to overcome. 

The concept for redress was developed in consultation with 
the late Peter Davies obe, former Director of Anti-Slavery 
International; Dame Rosalyn Higgins dbe qc; Leah Levin obe, 
former Director of Justice, and distinguished scholar David 
Weissbrodt, who shared the same interest in seeking ways of 
obtaining reparation for victims of torture. In 1991, the idea 
was discussed further during the iv International Symposium 
on Torture and the Medical Profession in Budapest, and again 
at the Symposium on Human Rights and Development in 
Manila. The conclusion was that there was a need for such a 
specialised organisation.

redress’ mission has always been about helping torture 
survivors obtain redress and making accountable the 
perpetrators of torture. These were central to the founding 
objectives and remain critical to redress’ mission to this day.

Milestones 1992 – 2012 1992

Keith Carmichael | Photo by Fiona Lloyd-Davies
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28 May 1995: John Simpson, bbc Foreign Affairs editor and 
patron of redress, makes an appeal on behalf of redress on 
bbc Radio 4’s The Week’s Good Cause. An audience of over 
half a million hears his appeal and over £10,000 are raised for 
redress. Many commented on his script, having found it to 
be “powerful and moving”.

27 June 1995: redress trust usa is established and Professor 
Michael Bazyler, who acted on behalf of José Siderman in 
what became a landmark human rights case, becomes its first 
chair. Bazyler is still involved as a patron and legal advisory 
councillor. 

1994 1995

10 March 1994: redress’ existence is acknowledged in 
Parliament, in a debate on torture, by The Rt Hon The 
Baroness Chalker of Wallasey, the Minister of State at the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 

13–29 October 1994: The British rock group Pink Floyd 
donates £50,000 to redress from a London benefit concert. 
Other famous people who have supported redress over the 
years vary from Rage Against the Machine to iconic fashion 
designer Dame Vivienne Westwood to writer and barrister 
Sir John Mortimer.

“Today I read that a new non-governmental organisation, the 

redress trust, has recently come into being (...) We shall work 

with them and with other non-governmental organisations. 

They certainly add to what governments can do.”

On 2 April 1995, Tony Glynn completes the 

London Marathon on behalf of redress. 

Since then, dozens of marathon runners 

have supported redress’ work.

Keith Carmichael with Pink Floyd in 1994

“Other organisations record and publicise the extent of torture 

but redress has introduced a new perspective – that of torture 

survivors and their needs, voices so often forgotten or stifled for the 

sake of political expediency...” 

redress’ Worldwide Map of Torture is 

circulated among thousands of people and 

receives considerable media attention, 

including being featured on Channel 4.

Baroness Chalker of Wallasey, speaking at the House of Lords 

Photo courtesy Parliament

John Simpson, The Week’s Good Cause | Photo courtesy bbc
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24 April 1996: Marks the culmination of a four-year campaign 
by redress to promote an amendment to the us Foreign 
Sovereign Immunities Act. An amendment to the law, however 
limited, becomes part of the Antiterrorism and Effective 
Death Penalty Act, signed into law by President Bill Clinton 
in 1996. It allows for jurisdiction against a foreign state for 
torture, but limits lawsuits to those countries included in the 
us terrorist list.

Bill Clinton | UN Photo by Paulo Filgueiras

1996 1997

4–15 August 1997: redress works to establish the Victims’ 
Rights Working Group (vrwg) within the Coalition of NGOs 
for the establishment of the International Criminal Court. The 
vrwg played an historic role in ensuring that key provisions 
for victims were incorporated into the Rome Statute which 
established the icc. Since then, the vrwg, now comprised 
of hundreds of members, has worked to ensure that victims’ 
rights are protected and respected, and that their needs and 
concerns are met throughout the icc’s judicial process.

8 September 1997: Mohammed Mahboub, a Sudanese doctor 
working for the nhs who was alleged to have withheld medical 
care from tortured prisoners in Sudan is charged in Scotland 
in connection with this case, after redress approaches the 
Scottish Crown Office with evidence.  The doctor is believed to 
be the first person charged under the 1988 Criminal Justice Act 
that allows courts to hear cases of alleged torture committed 
abroad. Proceedings were discontinued in 1999. 

On 26 February 1997, writer Sir John 

Mortimer and actresses Joanna David and 

Gemma Jones raise more than £8,000 

during a Mortimer’s Miscellany. The evening 

was a success with over 200 tickets sold.

Photo courtesy bbc

Since 1997, the Victims’ Rights Working Group has worked 

on behalf of victims before the icc.
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1998

17 July 1998: The International Criminal Court (icc) Statute is 
adopted in Rome. The icc is the first international criminal 
tribunal with a permanent mandate and the power to award 
reparations to victims of crimes who come before it. redress 
was part of a coalition of NGOs that pushed for this and other 
important rights to be granted to victims, such as their right 
to participate in proceedings and to be legally represented.

16 October 1998: General Augusto Pinochet is arrested in 
London. In March 1999, he loses his appeal for immunity from 
prosecution in a historic second ruling by the uk’s highest 
court, but the Law Lords reduce the number of charges against 
him. In October 1999, a uk court rules that General Pinochet 
can be extradited to Spain to stand trial for torture. In January 
2000, following results of his medical tests, Home Secretary 
Jack Straw says he is “minded” to release General Pinochet, 
and he is freed in March 2000 and returns to Chile. redress 
was one of four organisations who intervened throughout 
the legal proceedings in the uk to try to stop Pinochet from 
leaving the uk and bring him to justice.

Augusto Pinochet

1997

29 November 1997: redress and Amnesty International are 
granted leave to seek a judicial review of the Crown Prosecution 
Service decision not to prosecute two British salesmen for illegal 
possession of electro-shock batons. The pair were shown in a 
tv documentary demonstrating how to sell electro-shock batons 
abroad. This initiative was part of a multi-year campaign to stop 
the trading in devices that can be used for torture abroad.

redress launched its first website in 1997, 

and the current one in 2009.  REDRESS is 

now also on Facebook and Twitter.

The ICC statute is adopted in Rome | UN Photo by Evan Schneider

redress' founder Keith Carmichael and legal 

officer Fiona McKay meet with one client and his 

family in the mid-1990s.
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2000

6 January 2000: Scotland Yard launches a multi-year 
investigation into the role of the British-born former Head 
of the Bahrain Intelligence Service, after redress provided 
evidence of his alleged involvement in the systematic torture 
of opposition activists. In 2008, the Metropolitan Police 
halts its investigation due to a lack of cooperation from the 
Bahraini government. 

5 February 2000: Lt. Col Tharcisse Muvunyi, a Rwandan 
living in the uk who was suspected of genocide, other war 
crimes and torture is arrested, after redress requested the 
Metropolitan Police to investigate him. He was transferred 
to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Tanzania, 
and was eventually convicted of public incitement to commit 
genocide. He was sentenced to 15 years in prison.

1999

Tharcisse Muvunyi

1 June 1999: Following the Pinochet affair in London, redress 
publishes Universal Jurisdiction in Europe, its first report on 
universal jurisdiction. Ever since, redress has advocated 
for all states to enact universal jurisdiction legislation so 
governments ensure that their countries are not used as 
safe havens by the worst criminals and national courts 
can prosecute serious human rights violations committed 
anywhere in the world.

redress has been assisting Bahraini nationals in their efforts 

to seek justice for systematic torture. redress has testified 

in the House of Lords on this issue and has written to un 

Special Rapporteurs to bring to their attention the torture 

of Bahraini dissidents. More recently, redress has been 

monitoring human rights abuses during the “Arab Spring”. 

Fight against impunity. 
Since 2007, redress has been working with victims of the Rwandan 

genocide to progress numerous criminal prosecutions in Europe, Southern 
Africa and North America, where genocide suspects continue to live with 

impunity. This effort has resulted in at least six formal investigations, two 

arrests and two trials of genocide suspects in Europe. redress’ advocacy 

has also contributed to the establishment of specialized war crimes units in 

Germany, France and Norway.

Photo courtesy Ryan Bayona
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2001

15 June 2001: redress publishes the seminal report Torture 
Survivors’ Perceptions of Reparations: A preliminary Survey. It 
includes a preface by Nobel Laureate Dr Max Perutz, a patron 
of redress.

“In Germany, the new generation who grew up after the Nazis 

put to shame their parents, whose silence, they thought, had 

made them accomplices to the Nazi crimes. If redress could 

generate similar revulsion elsewhere, it might help stem the fright-

ening tide of barbarism. I wish Keith Carmichael and his helpers 

all possible success.” 

Max Perutz, Torture Survivor’s Perceptions of Reparations

Nobel Laureate Dr Max Perutz | Photo courtesy Nobel Foundation 1962

Suleiman Al-Adsani at the Royal Courts of Justice

21 November 2001: In the case of Al-Adsani v. United Kingdom, 
the European Court of Human Rights addresses the question 
of whether State immunity, according to international law, 
prevails over the prohibition of torture. In 1992, Suleiman Al-
Adsani, a dual Kuwaiti and British pilot who was severely tortured 
by Kuwaiti officials, resulting in severe burns over twenty-five 
percent of his body, first initiated a civil suit in England’s High 
Court against Kuwait for compensation. In 1996, the High 
Court dismissed his claims, ruling that the government of 
Kuwait was immune from uk courts’ jurisdiction by virtue of 
the State Immunity Act 1978. After the Court of Appeal and the 
House of Lords denied his appeal, Al-Adsani filed an application 
with the European Court of Human Rights. He contended that 
Kuwait could not claim Sovereign immunity because the acts 
of torture constituted a violation of the prohibition of torture, a 
jus cogens norm which override the principle of state immunity.  
Ultimately, the European Court dismissed Al-Adsani claim in a 
close vote (9 to 8). The Al-Adsani judgment shaped redress’ 
later work on the Torture Damages Bill, which if enacted, would 
prevent alleged torturers from successfully claiming immunity 
before British courts. 

5 December 2001: redress launches the Universal Jurisdiction 
Network (uj Info) together with the Centre for Justice and 
Accountability (cja). An electronic mailing list for Universal 
Jurisdiction experts is established and redress continues to 
service it to this day.
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“The overall findings [of this project] indicate that laws are 

inadequate and/or lacking in most of the countries under 

scrutiny and, even where present, rarely implemented. The 

absence of safeguards and the impunity afforded to perpetrators of 

torture contribute greatly to the prevalence of torture. Impunity is 

the result of a lack of political will and/or the failure to overcome 

severe institutional deficiencies to combat torture. The outcome 

is that torture remains unacknowledged, victims suffer in silence 

and there is little, if any, official support for survivors.”

2002 2003

1 July 2002: The historic Statute of the International Criminal 
Court enters into force, triggering the jurisdiction of the first 
permanent international criminal jurisdiction capable of 
trying the worst possible crimes: genocide, crimes against 
humanity and war crimes. 

1 May 2003: redress completes its Audit Project: A Survey 
of the Law and Practice of Reparation for Torture in 30 
Countries Worldwide. The project sought to establish to 
what extent torture victims have been able to exercise their 
right to reparation and States have implemented their 
obligations under international law. Dozens of human 
rights organizations, legal and medical practitioners, public 
authorities and academics participated. Theo van Boven, the 
un Special Rapporteur on Torture, drew to the attention of the 
un General Assembly the project and its findings. He shared 
the views expressed in the report that the right to reparation 
for torture victims was clearly established in international law. 

3 June 2003: Henry Dowa, a Zimbabwean police officer working 
for the United Nations mission in Kosovo, is accused by 
redress of perpetrating torture while previously working as a 
police officer in Harare. redress dispatches a comprehensive 
dossier to the un, detailing shocking details from Zimbabwe 
torture survivors, including how they were subjected to 
electroshock treatments. The officer is suspended from the 
un mission and eventually withdrawn back to Zimbabwe.

Cambodia Genocide Museum | UN Photo by Mark Garten Theo van Boven, the un Special Rapporteur on Torture, on 

redress’s 2003 Audit Project |UN Photo by Mark Garten
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20042003 

5 March 2004: redress intervenes in support of the claims 
of four British victims of torture in Saudi Arabia before the uk 
Court of Appeal and subsequently before the House of Lords, 
and the European Court of Human Rights. They were falsely 
accused of involvement in a bombing campaign in Saudi 
Arabia. The cases of Jones v. UK and Mitchell and others v. UK 
[pending] provide the European Court with the opportunity to 
consider the immunity of foreign officials for acts of torture 
in civil litigation [the Al-Adsani case only considered the 
immunity of the state]. redress has since been involved in 
cases at the European Court relating to Belgium, Germany, 
Greece, Macedonia, the Netherlands, Russia, Switzerland, 
Turkey and the United Kingdom.

27 June 2003: The Esmeralda, the Chilean naval ship where 
torture was formerly carried out, is due to arrive in Dartmouth 
and then in London. redress assisted Chilean victims of 
torture and family members in their effort to prevent the 
official visit to the United Kingdom. 

30 October 2003: Albert Wilson, a British citizen living in 
the Philippines, was arrested in 1996 on fabricated charges, 
tortured, and after a faulty trial convicted and sentenced to 
the death penalty. He languished on death row for a year and 
half. In 2003, the un Human Rights Committee finds that 
the Philippines government must afford Wilson a remedy, 
including compensation for his losses, after redress took up 
his case to the Committee.

The Esmeralda | Photo courtesy Dennis M.

Les Walker  

Photo courtesy Veronique Rolland

The European Court of Human Rights 

found in favour of Necati Zontul, a client of 

redress, in January 2012. 

Photo by Fiona Lloyd-Davies.
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2005

15 March 2005: redress submits its first ever intervention 
to the European Court of Human Rights in the case of 
Mikheyev v. Russia. Alexey Mikheyev was falsely accused of 
murder (his alleged victim later turned out to be alive and 
well) and tortured by police in order to extract a confession 
from him. The torturers administered electric shocks to 
Mikheyev’s earlobes – they called it “a phone call to Putin”. 
In desperation, Mikheyev jumped out of a window and the 
fall rendered him a paraplegic. In 2006, the European Court 
orders Russia to undertake an impartial investigation into the 
torture allegations and pay Mikheyev substantial damages. 

18 July 2005: Afghan warlord Faryadi Sarwar Zardad is found 
guilty in the London Central Criminal Court (Old Bailey) of 
conspiring to torture and take hostages in Afghanistan in the 
early 1990s. He is sentenced to 20 years imprisonment. It is the 
first successful uk prosecution for torture committed abroad.

8 December 2005: The Law Lords decide the case of A (FC) and 
others v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ruling 
that evidence obtained by torture is inadmissible in British 
courts. The Law Lords unanimously confirm the absolute 
nature of the rule prohibiting the use of torture evidence. 
They state that this rule applies to all proceedings even when 
countering terrorism. redress was one of the organisations 
which intervened in the case. 

13 March 2004: The Special Court for Sierra Leone adopts the 
landmark decision in the Kallon Kamara case that amnesties 
cannot bar prosecution of international crimes. The Court 
ruled that the blanket amnesty contained in the Lome Accord 
could not prevent the international prosecution of those 
responsible. redress made written and oral submissions 
in the hearings leading to the decision. Also in Sierra 
Leone, redress helped the Government develop its initial 
plans to implement the recommendations of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission relating to reparations to war 
victims of the 11-year civil war, which left over 50,000 dead.

12 July 2004: redress intervenes in a case brought by the 
father of Baha Mousa, an Iraqi civilian beaten to death by 
British soldiers. In 2008, the Ministry of Defence admits 
breaching the human rights of Mousa and others and pays 
£2.83m in compensation to the victims. In 2009 and 2010 
redress makes submissions to a Public Inquiry into the 
death. The Inquiry concludes on 8 September 2011 that the 
death of Baha Mousa was the result of the “corporate failure” 
of the Ministry of Defence. redress also backs the claims for 
an independent investigation of more than 120 Iraqis who 
said that they were abused by British soldiers. The allegations 
are being investigated by the Iraq Historic Allegations Team.

Kallon Kamara case | Photo courtesy of Special Court for Sierra Leone
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2006

18 September 2006: The Canadian Inquiry established to 
consider the possible complicity of Canadian officials in 
Maher Arar’s illegal rendition to Syria, where he was tortured, 
determines that the actions of Canadian investigators 
contributed to his illegal rendition to Syria. Arar received 10 
million Canadian dollars in compensation. redress made oral 
and written submissions to the Inquiry in Ottawa. redress 
has also intervened in other cases of extraordinary rendition 
such as the Binyam Mohammed and Khalid El-Masri cases. 

Anti-terrorism measures taken since the 9/11 terrorist attacks have weakened 

respect for the absolute prohibition on torture as several countries have 

engaged in the torture and ill-treatment of detainees in the name of security. 

redress has worked to bring attention to cases of extraordinary rendition 

and the systematic torture and other serious abuses of detainees at us 

run facilities at Guantánamo and other overseas locations. In the picture, 

protesters in Washington, dc in 2009.

Photo courtesy Mike Benedetti 

16 December 2005: The United Nations General Assembly 
adopts the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to 
a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations 
of International Human Rights and Serious Violations 
of International Humanitarian Law. They constitute an 
important means for ensuring that States comply with their 
obligations under international law to guarantee an effective 
remedy and reparations to victims of gross human rights 
violations. redress helped to draft, and sought the adoption 
of, the principles.

2005 

Kosovar refugees in 1999 | UN-UNHCR Photo by Roger LeMoyne

Since 2005, redress has been promoting states’ 

endorsement and implementation of the Istanbul Protocol in 

collaboration with the International Rehabilitation Council 

for Torture Victims and other NGOs. redress has been 

involved in training sessions in Uganda, Georgia, Sri Lanka, 

México, Ecuador, Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, the Philippines, 

Serbia, Israel-Palestine and Romania. 
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21 March 2007: redress contributes to the drafting of 
the Nairobi Declaration on Women’s and Girls’ Right to a 
Remedy and Reparation. The text is adopted by women’s 
rights activists from around the world who came together in 
a meeting in Kenya. The Declaration, which has since been 
cited in numerous court decisions and policy documents, 
underscores the importance of ensuring that reparation 
measures transform women’s and girls’ lives and do 
not restore them to the situation which gave rise to their 
victimisation.

17 October 2007: redress and the ngo Ensaaf bring 32 cases 
of disappearances in Punjab, India, to the attention of the un 
Working Group on Enforced Disappearances.

2007

1–2 March 2007: redress co-organises an international 
conference at the Peace Palace in The Hague, The 
Netherlands, on reparations for victims of genocide, crimes 
against humanity and war crimes. The conference brings 
together dozens of experts in international arbitration, 
claims commissions, truth commissions and other domestic 
legal proceedings which had sought to afford reparations 
to victims of mass crimes. The report and book produced 
after the meeting are widely disseminated to icc judges and, 
subsequently, redress has continued to engage with the icc 
on the development of its procedures relating to reparations. 

5 March 2007: The Torture Damages Bill, a Private Members 
Bill initiated by the late Lord Archer of Sandwell qc, had its 
first reading in the House of Lords. The Bill seeks to create an 
exception to the State Immunity Act 1978, in order to prevent 
alleged torturers from successfully claiming immunity in 
British courts. In 2008, the Bill is passed by the House of Lords 
but stalls in the Commons in 2008, 2009 and 2010. In 2009, 
after hearing evidence from redress and other parties, the 
Joint Select Committee on Human Rights found that existing 
universal criminal jurisdiction to prosecute those alleged to 
have committed torture abroad should be matched by laws 
allowing civil claims to be brought in the uk. It indicated that 
victims of torture are entitled under international law to seek 
reparations, and the Government should legislate to make this 
possible. It called on the Government to support the Torture 
(Damages) Bill. The Bill was introduced in the Commons by 
Andrew Dismore mp. 

The late Lord Archer of Sandwell qc

In 2007 redress helped found the Uganda Victims’ 

Foundation by bringing representatives of the victims’ affected 

by the conflict in the North together, covering the 14 districts 

of Northern Uganda. The partnership continues to date.
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Laurent Gbagbo |UN Photo by Peter Dejong

1 December 2008: redress forms a partnership with 
Advocacy Forum, Nepal, to assist to end impunity for torture 
and disappearances following the decade-long conflict in 
the country. Ever since, redress has worked with Advocacy 
Forum to progress landmark cases before Nepali courts and 
to engage the United Nations in the follow up of cases which 
did not succeed at domestic level. The cases involve the 
torture, extrajudicial killing and disappearance of numerous 
victims by both government and rebel forces.

16 December 2008: The Council of the European Union 
establishes a permanent secretariat to facilitate the work of 
the European Network of Contact Points in respect of Persons 
Responsible for Genocide, Crimes against Humanity and War 
Crimes. redress has been working with the Network since it 
was created in 2002, to encourage eu Member States to end 
safe havens for persons accused of genocide, crimes against 
humanity and war crimes. 

2008

20 March 2008: Khmer Rouge Tribunal in Cambodia 
determines that victims can be full parties in the criminal 
proceedings. redress intervenes on the issue in February 
2008, arguing that victim participation during the investigative 
stage accords with international standards. Ever since, 
redress has worked with Cambodian civil society groups 
and the Extraordinary Chambers to help develop effective 
measures for victim participation and reparation.

18 June 2008: Cowat Paul Chol, a Sudanese man severely 
tortured whilst in police custody in Khartoum, accepts a 
settlement and compensation for his torture, after redress 
filed a complaint with the local prosecution office which 
generated publicity.

18 November 2008: redress and the Ugandan Victims’ 
Foundation’s arguments about why the Kony case before 
the International Criminal Court should be admissible are 
considered by the Court. redress’ submissions focused on 
the state of the legal system in Uganda and the difficulties 
victims face to access justice. redress is later granted leave 
to make submissions in the admissibility challenge brought 
by Saif Gaddafi in the Libya case (together with Lawyers for 
Justice in Libya) and on the prospects for collective victim 
participation in the case against Laurent Gbagbo concerning 
crimes allegedly committed in Cote D’Ivoire.

Advocacy Forum | Photo courtesy AF

Khmer Rouge Tribunal | UN Photo by Mark Garten
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3 February 2009: redress intervenes in the case of Gafgen 
v. Germany. The Grand Chamber of the European Court of 
Human Rights considered if police officers can threaten a 
suspect with torture if they believed this may save the life of 
an innocent child. In its judgement of 1 June 2010, the Grand 
Chamber, referring to redress’ submission, concluded 
that the threat of torture could amount to torture (though 
in the circumstances it found that the impugned acts did 
not amount to torture). It also concluded that “neither the 
protection of human life nor the securing of a criminal conviction 
may be obtained at the cost of compromising the protection of 
the absolute right not to be subjected to ill-treatment”.

16 November 2009: The Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights issues a landmark decision regarding the 
disappearance and murder of women in Ciudad de Juárez, 
a case in which redress had intervened. The decision 
recognised the due diligence obligation of states to protect 
persons from sexual and gender based violence carried out by 
private actors. The Court ordered Mexico to afford remedies 
to the victims’ families. It also provided an extensive analysis 
of the forms of reparation that would be required to respond 
to sexual and gender based violence, significantly enriching 
the jurisprudence in the Americas and globally. 

10 December 2009: redress publishes Ending Threats and 
Reprisals Against Victims of Torture and Related International 
Crimes. A Call to Action. The report highlights the need to 
protect victims of torture and the wide scale problem of 
victims suffering reprisals when seeking remedies for torture 
and related abuses. The un High Commissioner for Human 
Rights incorporated its findings in its report Right to the Truth.

2009

19 January 2009: 88 Sudanese are detained following riots 
at the Soba Aradi camp for internally displaced persons 
near Khartoum, and subsequently subjected to torture and 
ill-treatment. redress and the Khartoum Centre for Human 
Rights and Environmental Development submit an application 
on their behalf to the African Commission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights. Other cases brought by redress against 
Sudan before the African Commission include a petition 
involving the ongoing mass crimes in South Kordofan and 
the case of  Dr. Farouk Mohamed Ibrahim, a former Professor 
who was tortured in a Sudanese “ghost house” because of his 
teaching of the theory of evolution. 

26 January 2009: The first trial at the International Criminal 
Court begins. Thomas Lubanga was charged with the 
conscription and enlistment of child soldiers. He was 
eventually convicted on 14 March 2012 and sentenced to 
14 years imprisonment. The Court subsequent decision on 
reparation principles, on 7 August 2012, incorporated many 
of the recommendations that redress had made in its 2011 
report on the “icc reparation” mandate. 

Thomas Lubanga | Photo courtesy ICC Evert-Jan Daniel

redress is involved in a project for criminal 
law reform in Sudan, with local partners, 

which has exposed a series of flaws in its legal 

system, including immunity for torture and 

the sanctioning of corporal punishments. 

It has also campaigned for reform of rape 

legislation and public order laws that fail to 

adequately protect women.
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2011

19 January 2011: redress wins the MacArthur Foundation 
Award for Creative and Effective Institutions. The $500,000 
award recognises organizations that “effectively address 
pressing national and international challenges and have had 
an impact that is disproportionate to their small size.”

20 January 2011: The police officers who severely beat farmer 
Manuel Cruz Cavalcanti in Peru are sentenced to five years 
imprisonment and compensation is granted to him, in a case 
in which redress intervened.

22 March 2011: The United Nations Human Rights Committee 
finds in a unanimous decision that Cameroon breached 
activist Ebenezer Akwanga’s right to be free from torture 
and failed to afford him a fair trial. Akwanga was represented 
by redress. Although Akwanga was a civilian, he was tried 
before a military tribunal and was sentenced to 20 years 
imprisonment, four of which he spent in jail. Previously, he 
had spent more than two years in detention, where he was 
held incommunicado and tortured severely, including by 
having melting plastic bags dripped onto his bare thighs. The 
Committee condemned this breach, and ordered Cameroon 
to afford Akwanga an effective remedy. 

2010

13 March 2010: redress mourns the loss of a beloved 
colleague and friend Abdelsalam Hassan Abdelsalam, who is 
tragically killed in London. Abdelsalam Hassan, Sudan Legal 
Advisor at redress, was a renowned lawyer and intellectual 
who played a leading role in the struggle for human rights and 
justice in Sudan over three decades. 

6 April 2010: Changes to uk law come into force to strengthen 
the opportunities to prosecute genocide, war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. The changes address a loophole 
in the previous law which had only allowed prosecutions 
relating to crimes which were committed after 2001 (the law 
now allows prosecutions of crimes which occurred as early 
as January 1991). redress and the Aegis Trust were jointly 
nominated for Human Rights Organisation of the Year for 
their work in this successful campaign. 

31 May – 11 June 2010: The Review Conference of the Rome 
Statute, a landmark conference for victims’ rights, takes place 
in Kampala, with redress on the panel of experts that studied 
the impact of the icc on victims and affected communities.

24 December 2010: redress completes a study on the law 
and practice of universal jurisdiction in 27 eu States.

Review Conference in Kampala

UN Photo by Evan Schneider

Ebenezer Akwanga

Abdelsalam Hassan

redress plays football with the UN Secretary 

General Ban Ki-Moon in Uganda during the War 

Victims Football Day in 2010.
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7 July 2011: A Dutch appeals court sentences Joseph Mpambara 
to life imprisonment on war crimes charges committed 
during the genocide in Rwanda. Three torture victims present 
statements against Mpambara with redress’ assistance. 
redress makes a film about the proceedings to show in 
Rwanda to victims of Mpambara’s crimes. For the first time, 
Rwandan survivors have sight of foreign criminal proceedings.

25 July 2011: redress gets Special Consultative status with the 
United Nations.

20 September 2011: The Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights sends the case of Leopoldo Garcia Lucero, a 
redress client, for adjudication by the Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights. Garcia Lucero was subjected to arbitrary 
detention, physical and psychological torture and other ill-
treatment in Chile under the Pinochet dictatorship. redress 
has been working on the case since 2002.

Leopoldo Garcia Lucero

Photo by Fiona Lloyd-Davies

26 October 2011: The UN Human Rights Committee finds 
in favour of Pathmini Peiris, a Sri Lankan citizen allegedly 
murdered by police officers, in a case brought by redress. 
The Committee orders Sri Lanka to provide the victim’s family 
with an effective remedy, including payment of adequate 
compensation and an apology.

3 November 2011: The Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights creates a Unit on the Rights of Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Persons, after redress 
and other ngos testify before the Commission about the 
violence, discrimination and torture that lgbti people in the 
region suffer. redress has worked on the case of a Peruvian 
homosexual who was tortured by Peruvian police as a result 
of his sexual orientation.

Libya revolution in 2011 

UN Photo by Iason Foounten

Hearing on lgbti rights at the iachr 

Photo courtesy Juan Manuel Herrera-OAS 

Since September 2011, redress has helped train Libyan 

lawyers and human rights defenders on the prohibition of 

torture, documentation of torture cases and the constitutional 

protection of rights. redress has also continued to provide 

input and assistance to Libyan groups with a view to 

strengthening the bourgeoning civil society movement after the 

fall of the Gaddafi regime.
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5 October 2012: Veterans of the 1950s Mau Mau independence 
struggle in Kenya win the right for a full trial against the British 
Government. They seek reparations for torture, including 
castrations, severe sexual assaults and systematic beatings, 
at the hands of the British colonial authorities. redress 
intervened in the High Court, in support of the victims’ 
claims. In this historic judgement, the High Court rejects 
a last attempt by the Government to strike out the victims’ 
claims on the grounds that too much time had lapsed.

2012

17 January 2012: The European Court of Human Rights finds 
in favour of Necati Zontul, a redress client and Turkish 
migrant who was raped by Greek coastguard officials in a 
homophobic attack, and orders Greece to pay him ¤50 000 
in compensation. The finding reaffirms that the rape of a 
detainee by a state official constitutes an especially grave and 
abhorrent form of ill-treatment amounting to torture.

5 May 2012: After 16 years of negotiations, the Nepalese 
Ministry of Home Affairs registered in Parliament a Bill to 
criminalise torture, for which redress and Advocacy Forum 
have been campaigning for years.   

9–27 July 2012: The un Human Rights Committee calls on the 
Maldives to consider setting up an independent commission 
of inquiry on human rights violations, including torture, 
that took place prior to 2008 after redress and the Torture 
Victims’ Association (tva) in the Maldives presented to the 
Committee their report This is What I Wanted to Tell You. For 
the first time victims of torture in the Maldives are provided 
with the opportunity to speak out about their experiences.  

On 24 April 2012, redress celebrates a literary evening 

with writers Roma Tearne, Patricio Pron and Haifa Zangana 

and Channel 4 International News Editor Lindsey Hilsum. 

British fashion designer Vivienne Westwood attends the 

event. Westwood has supported the work of redress through 

her family’s charity Humanade.

Claimants in the Mau Mau case | Photo courtesy Leigh Day & Co

AND THE WORK CONTINUES…
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redress started assisting its first clients from its small 

offices at 6 Queen Square in Bloomsbury, London, with just 

three staff members and a group of committed volunteers. 

redress has grown since then, but it stills consists of a small 

but formidable team based in London. redress does not 

have regional offices, preferring to work directly with local 

NGOs, lawyers and other actors on the ground. It currently 

works on about 100 cases relating to over 1,200 survivors.

The redress Trust

87 Vauxhall Walk

London SE11 5HJ, UK

Register Charity Number 1015787

Limited Company Number 2274071

Tel: +44 (0)20 7793 1777

Fax:  +44 (0)20 7793 1719

Email:  info@redress.org

www.redress.org



We need your help
Your support will enable us to keep challenging the governments 
and the laws that undermine survivors’ rights, to support 
survivors obtain redress and to campaign for the enforcement of 
the absolute prohibition of torture.
Support redress to make a difference to survivor’s lives and to 
put an end to torture.

You can find more information on how to help in our website: 
www.redress.org/how-you-can-help/donate 
or by contacting us at +44 (0)20 7793 1777 or info@redress.org






